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Abstract— Equipping social robots with nonverbal commu-
nication skills has been an active research area for decades,
where data-driven, end-to-end learning approaches have be-
come predominant in recent years. However, the majority
of these approaches considers a single character, modelling
intrapersonal dynamics only. In this paper, we propose a
method based on conditional Generative Adversarial Networks,
intending to generate behaviours for a robot in affective dyadic
interactions. Our preliminary results show that taking into
account the context contributes significantly to the accuracy
in disagreement scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social robots will progressively become widespread in
many aspects of our daily lives, including education, health-
care, workplace, and home. All of such practical applications
require that humans and robots interact and collaborate with
each other seamlessly. Along with verbal communication,
successful social interaction is closely coupled with the
exchange of nonverbal cues, such as gaze, facial expressions,
body movements, and hand gestures. Humans perform social
interaction in an instinctive and adaptive manner, with no
effort. For robots to be successful in our social landscape,
they should therefore engage in social interactions in a
human-like manner, with increasing levels of autonomy [1].
Motivated by this, imitating nonverbal communication has
been an active area of research to enhance the clarity of the
human-robot interaction interfaces and the sense of rapport,
hence maximise the user trust and acceptance of them.

Early methods have focused on rule-based approaches [2],
requiring the design of interaction logic manually, which
is notoriously difficult, taking into account the complexity
of social interactions. Once fixed, it will be limited, not
transferrable to unseen interaction contexts, and not robust
to unpredicted inputs from the robot’s environment (e.g.,
sensor noise). Therefore, data-driven, end-to-end learning
approaches [3], [4], [5], [6] has been a promising solution to
address these shortcomings. However, so far only a handful
of works [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] aim to generate behaviours
by taking into account the interaction context, namely, the
nonverbal signals of the interaction partner. Although social
interaction is an open-ended concept, it can be formalised
through two main processes: (i) Perception – perception pro-
cess involves receiving visual stimuli about the behaviours
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of others, or the state of the interaction; and (ii) Action –
action process is the generation of a behaviour by taking into
account all aspects of interaction including current perceived
states and history. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate what
the interaction partner says and how they say it to be able
to create socially suitable behaviours for robots.

In this paper, we propose a method based on conditional
Generative Adversarial Networks, with an ultimate goal
of generating behaviours for a robot in affective dyadic
interactions. Our method takes as input the audio of a
target person together with the nonverbal signals of their
interaction partner, modelled by a novel Context Encoder, to
generate appropriate body gestures. Differently from existing
works, we particularly focus on agreement and disagreement
scenarios, due to their prevalence in a wide range of daily
interaction situations. Previous research has shown that non-
verbal signals play a crucial role in the communication and
interpretation of agreement and disagreement [12].

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in
gesture generation using data-driven, end-to-end approaches
to determine the relationships between non-verbal signals
of a communicator (or a robot) and their speech [13]. In
particular, co-speech gestures are naturally performed when
speaking and they are applied to convey the communicator’s
emotion, intention, or verbal contents of their speech. The
majority of the works has used audio or text or both of them
to develop body gestures. Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) has been widely used to address this problem. Among
these approaches, Ahn et al. [3] proposed a Sequence to
Sequence (Seq2Seq) model based on a GAN. The other
works [4], [6] developed methods based on conditional
GANs: Tuyen et al. [4] designed a conditional GAN with
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) operations. Wu et al. [6]
proposed to use conditional GAN and unrolled GAN jointly.
Bhattacharya et al. [14] used GANs to synthesise co-speech
gestures with affective expressions.

The aforementioned approaches have focused on the com-
municator in isolation, without considering an interaction
context. Huang and Khan [7] focused on the problem of
facial expressions produced during interactions between an
interviewee and an interviewer, and they introduced a frame-
work based on conditional GAN. The method generated
the interviewer’s facial gestures that were appropriately
contextualized and responsive to the interviewee’s facial
expressions. Similarly, Feng et al. [8] suggested a VAE
network to handle the generation of facial cues between a
user and an embodied agent. There is only a handful of
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Fig. 1: The proposed framework based on conditional GAN to generate body gestures for a target person from their
speech (or audio) and affective contextual cues, namely, their interaction partner’s nonverbal signals encoded by the

Context Encoder.

approaches aiming to generate body gestures during dyadic
interactions [9]. In terms of triadic human communication,
Joo et al. [10] presented a generative approach that acquires
non-verbal signals from interacting partners and encodes
them into latent vectors. Ahuja et al. [11] proposed the
Dyadic Residual Attention Model to forecast the pose of an
agent. Particularly, they designed an adaptive attention mech-
anism to select intrapersonal and interpersonal dynamics for
generating the agent’s future poses. However, none of these
approaches has investigated the impact of interaction context
(e.g., agreement versus disagreement) on the generated cues.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

We define the problem of speech-driven gesture generation
with context awareness as follows: in a dyadic interaction
between a target person Sfo and an interaction partner Sob,
A0:T

fo denotes the speech audio of Sfo in a temporal time
window, namely t ∈ [0, T ]. P 0:T

ob and A0:T
ob are the co-

speech gesture and the speech audio simultaneously observed
from Sob within the same spatial and temporal window. This
research aims to find a mapping function F that receives
A0:T

fo , P 0:T
ob , and A0:T

ob as inputs, and predict an output co-

speech gesture of Sfo, namely P 0:T
fo .

To solve this research problem, we develop a co-speech
gesture generative framework with context awareness based
on the conditional GAN [4]. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed
framework which consists of Context Encoder E, Generator
G, and Discriminator D. Context Encoder is designed to
encode social signals simultaneously collected from the inter-
acting partner in dyadic interaction into a contextual vector
and comprises of Motion Encoder and Speech Encoder.

At the timestamp t (t ∈ [0, T ]), the training pipeline is
started by encoding P t

ob into ctP , At
ob into ctA and At

fo into
stfo. Then, ctP and ctA are then combined into a contextual
vector, namely ctob. stfo, ctob, and the previously generated
pose P̂ t−1

fo are injected to GEncoder. The internal repre-
sentation encoded by GEncoder is then fed to GDecoder

for producing the next motion frame P̂ t
fo. This process

is repeated until t = T . Finally, the generated co-speech
gesture P̂ 0:T

fo and their corresponding speech feature vector
s0:Tfo , contextual vector c0:Tob are injected to D for identifying
samples to be either fake or real



TABLE I: Accuracy in terms of APE, Acceleration, and Jerk with respect to the two interaction scenarios, namely,
agreement and disagreement.

Scenario Model APE (degree) Acceleration (degree/s2) Jerk (degree/s3)
Agreement Full Model 3.966± 1.961 5.064± 0.870 134.418± 26.040
Agreement w/o Context Encoder + Discriminator 4.917± 1.810 145.680± 38.366 3999.423± 995.027

Disagreement Full Model 3.891± 2.207 6.270± 1.448 170.298± 41.463
Disagreement w/o Context Encoder + Discriminator 5.752± 2.253 166.135± 45.301 4518.250± 1197.977

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dataset

The proposed approach was validated on the JESTKOD
dataset [15], a time-synchronised speech and gesture dataset
in affective dyadic interactions. The body data was collected
by a motion capture system and was defined by Euler angles.
This dataset allows us to model the full body gesture of
an target person from co-speech (i.e., audio), while taking
into consideration the contextual information simultaneously
acquired from an interaction partner. The JESTKOD dataset
covers a wide range conversational scenarios in different
topics (e.g., movies, sport, music, etc.) carried out with 10
participants (4 females, 6 males). The dataset was collected
in a such way that the participants’ profiles were considered
to put them into proper conversational topics to create
agreement/disagreement situations. It consists of 56 dyadic
interactions in agreement and 42 sessions in disagreement
with a total duration of 154 and 105 minutes, respectively.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We implement the commonly used metrics in the litera-
ture [16], [5], [17] to validate the accuracy and the quality
of generation actions. Average Position Error is used to to
measure the differences between ground truth and the pre-
dicted motions while Acceleration and Jerk are implemented
for validating the smoothness of the actions.

Average Position Error (APE) : APE measures the
average distance between the predicted joint angles and the
ground truth ones as given in Eq. 1, where T denotes the
time sequence of motion, D is the total number of joints.
The closer APE scores to 0, the more similar to the ground
truth motions.

APE(P 0:T
fo , P̂ 0:T

fo ) =
1

TD

t=0∑
T

d=0∑
D

||P t
fo − P̂ t

fo||2 (1)

Acceleration and Jerk: Acceleration is calculated based
on the rate of change of joint velocity while Jerk is defined
as the rate of change of Acceleration. The two metrics are
commonly used for verifying the smoothness of motion; the
lower values, the smoother motions are [18].

C. Ablation Study

To analyse the performance with respect to the interaction
context, we trained separate networks for two scenarios,
namely, agreement and disagreement using the training set
from the JESTKOD dataset. The models were then eval-
uated on the testing set using the aforementioned evalua-
tion metrics. Table I presents the results of implemented

models. Looking at the results, we observe two trends. Our
preliminary results show that Context Encoder improves the
performance across both scenarios in terms of all evaluation
metrics, validating the importance of taking into account
the nonverbal signals of the interaction partner. In both
implementations, either with Context Encoder or without,
models perform slightly better under the disagreement con-
dition as compared to the agreement condition. However,
the contribution of the Context Encoder is more evident
in the case of disagreement scenario. Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b
show examples of human motions produced by the fully
implemented model compared to the ground truth.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach to generate body
gestures in dyadic interactions. Our method is based on con-
ditional Generative Adversarial Networks, which takes the
audio input of a target person together with the nonverbal sig-
nals of their interacting partner, modelled by a novel Context
Encoder, to generate the body communication gestures of the
target person. We evaluate our method against agreement and
disagreement situations. Our preliminary results show that
Context Encoder can better contribute to the prediction of
co-speech gestures in disagreement situations, implying the
importance of interaction context. As a future work, we will
demonstrate the idea of modeling body gestures with context
awereness on a humanoid robot. Our current method relies
on motion capture data, which is not feasible for real-world
applications. Our ultimate goal is to extend this research
idea to work with nonverbal cues estimated by robots’ off-
the-shelf modules to enable the real-time exchange of social
signals in human-robot interaction.
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Fig. 2: Sample generated body gestures (colored in blue - right side) from the agreement scenario: (a) ground truth; (b)
full model. The human skeleton colored in black represents for the body motion of the interacting partner Pob.
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Fig. 3: Sample generated body gestures (colored in blue - left side) from the disagreement scenario: (a) ground truth; (b)
full model. The human skeleton colored in black represents for the body motion of the interacting partner Pob.
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